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A completely regulalr space X is called nearly pseudocompact if uX -X is dense in /3X - X, 
where /3X is the Stone-&h compactification of X and uX is its Hewitt realcompactification. 
After characterizing nearly pseudocompact spaces in a variety of ways, we show that X is nearly 
pseudocompact if it has a dense locally compact pseudocompact subspace, or if no point of X has a 
closed realcompact neighborhood. Moreover, every nearly pseudocompact space X is the union of 
two regular closed subsets Xi, X2 such that Int Xi is locally compact, no points of X2 has a closed 
realcompact neighborhood, and Int(Xi nX2) = 0. It follows that a product of two nearly pseudo1 - 
compact spaces, one of which is locally compact, is also nearly pseudocompact. 
AMS Subj. Class.: 54C30,54C40,541)30,54D45,5411)60,54005 
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1. Introdoc8ioa 
Throughout, the word “space” will abbreviate the phrase “completely regular 
(Hausdorff) space”. For any space _X, let /3X denote its Stone-tech compactification, 
VX its Hewitt realcompactification a d let C(X) denote the ring of continuous 
real-valued functions defined on X. Recall from [3, Chapters 6-81 that every 
f~ C(X) has a (unique) continuous extension fa over @X into the one point 
compactification R *=Ru{oo}oftherealfieldR.ThenvX=(p~/3X:fS(~)#~for 
every f E C(X)). Recall that X is called realcompact if X = vX and pseudocompact if 
vx = /3x. 
We recall a space X nearly pseudocompact if vX -X is dense in @X -X. Clearly 
every pseudocompact space is nearly pseudocompact and every realcompact nearly 
pseudocompact space is compact. 
* This research was sqgorted in part by a grant from The National Research Council of Canada. 
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perhaps our main result is that a space X is nearly tiseudocompact if and only if it is 
the union of two regular closed subsets X1 and X2 such that Xl is pseudocompact nd 
has a locally compact interior, no point of X2 has a closed realcompact neighborhood 
and int(X1 A Xz) = 8. Spaces no point of which has a closed realcompact neighbor- 
hood are called anf&c~lly realcompact and are nearly pseudocompact. There is a 
countably compact space whose product with itself ails to be nearly pseudocompact, 
but our main theorem enables us to show that the product of two nearly pseudocom- 
pact spaces one of which is locally compact is nearly pseudocompact. 
We obtain also a number of characterizations of nearly pseudocompact spaces, we 
show that a space X is nearly pseudocompact if i s projective cover (or absolute) is
nearly pseudocompact (but not conversely), and that an almost realcompact nearly 
pseudocompact space is compact. 
The principle tool used is the notion of a hard set introduced and used by M. 
Raybum in [ll] and [El. More generally, if UX G T E /3X, we call a subset of X a 
T-hard set if it is closed in X v cl&T -X), and we call X a Topseudocompact space 
if T-X is dense in @X-X In case T = OX, a T-hard set is called hard and a 
T-pseudocompact space is nearly pseudocompact. In Section 2, we generalize 
known properties of hard sets to T-hard sets, which we use in Section 3 to show that 
X is Tqseudocompact if and only if every regular T-hard set is compact. 
The notation used is by and large that of [3]. For general background, see also [143 
and [15]. 
2. T4Iardsets 
If oX~Tc_fiX, let KTX=KT- -cl&T-X), and let i5TX=/3X-(KT-X). If 
T = vX, then KTX is abbreviated by KX and STX by SX Note that for spaces T 
between OX and @X, we have X = STX if and only if X is T-pseudocompact. 
A subset S of X is called T-hard if it is closed in Xv KT, and is called hard if 
T = OX, Note that a closed subset H of X is T-hard if and only if cl@*(H) A KT G X 
Let ZT(X) denote the family of T-hard subsets of X The following results 
generalize known properties of hard sets. 
2.1 Proposition. Suppose VX G T s /3X- 
(a) If H f RT(X), then H is IS alcompt;tact. 
(b) Every compact subset of X k in %‘i[Xj, every finite union of elements of RT(X) 
is in ZT(X), and each closed subset of -toy element of R’(X) is in ZT(X). 
(c) STX = u (clfixhE H E XT(X)). 
(d) HE XT(X) ifand only ifH = F n X for some compact F s STX. . 
Pmof. ClearlyXvKT=~Xu?CT is he union of a realcompact and a compact 
subset of /3X and hence is realcompa 3y [3,8.16]. Since H is a closed subset of 
Xv KT, it is realcompact by [3,8.10]. So (a) holds. 
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Part (b) follows immediately from the definition of a T-Hard set. 
For part (c), suppose pE STX-X. Then p@ KT, so there is a compact neighbor- 
hood F of p in /3X such that F A kT = 0. Now F n X is closed in X u KT and is 
therefore T-hard. Also, p E cl&F nX). It follows that p E U {cl@& H E XT(X)). 
Moreover, if H s X is T-hard, then cl&H) n KT G X, so cl@*(H) z STX 
If H 2X is T-hard, then by (c), clflx(H) G STX But H =X n cl,(H). Con- 
versely, if F G STX is compact, then F n (KT -X) = 0 and F n K T G X. ‘Ipius 
F nX E XT(X) and (d) holds. 
The proof of the next lemma is an exercise. 
2.2. Lemma. If Xis dense in Y and B is a subset of X that is closed in Y, then X - B is 
dense in Y - B. 
2.3. Theorem, Let vX z T C_ PX and let NT(X) be the set of points of X which fail to 
have a T-hard neighborhood in X. Then NT(X) = X n KT. 
Proof. Suppose pE X -K T. Since K T is closed in the regular space X u K T, there is 
a set V open in X u KT containing p whose closure V in X u K T misses KT. By 
definition of T-hard sets, v is a T-hard neighborhood of p contained in X Thus 
pe NT(X). 
Conversely, suppose pie NT(X). Then there is a set V open in X such that clx( V) 
is T-hard and p E V. Since X is dense in X u K T and clx( V) is closed in X u K T, by 
Lemma 2.2 X-&(V) is dense in S =(XuKT)-&(V). Since X-clx(V)c 
X - V, we have X - V dense in S. Hence 
S=&(X- V)=Sncl&X- V), 
so 
cl~(V)uCl~~(X-v)2cl~(V)ucl~(X-V)=cl~(v)uS ‘ 
=clx(V)u[XuKT -clx(v)]=XuKT 3 T. 
Thus 
T-[clx(V)ucl~~(X- V)]n T 
=:clx(V)u[Tncl~~(X- V)]=&(V)UC~T(X- V). 
Therefore 
T-&(X- V)=[C~&~)UC~T(X- V)l-cl~(X- VkcLdV). 
So T - cl~(X - V) is a T-open set contained in clx( V), whence T - c~T(X - V) E V. 
On the other hand, since X - V is closed in X, VG T -cl~(X - V). Thus V = 
T-cl~(X- V) is open in T. Therefore p&&(T-X)= Tncls&T-X). But pE 
X~T,sopticl~~(T-X)=K~. 
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24. Theorem. Let vX C_ T c_ /3X and let N,(STX) be the set of points of STX which 
fail RO have a compact neighborhood. I%en Nc( 6 ‘X) = X n KT. 
Proof. Since X s STX s /3X, we have 
/3(6TX)-STX=@X-[@X-(KT-X)]=KT-X. 
It was observed by M. Henriksen and J. Isbell [6, p. 871 that for any space Y, 
N,(Y)= Yncl,.&Y- Y). mus 
N,(sTX) = STX n&&X -STX) 
= STX nclax(K T-X)=STXnKT=XnKT. 
2.5. Corollary. Let OX s T s PX. Then N,(STX) = N=(X). 
It is shown in 19, Lemma 2.101 that X n KX = N,(X), the set of points in X which 
fail to have a closed realcompact neighborhood inX. So we have: 
2.4. Car9b1y. FOP any space X, the set of points of X that fail to have a realcompact 
neighborhood is precisely the set of points of 8X that fail to have a compzt neighbor- 
hood. 
This last result was obtained more directly by Rayburn in [ 121. Since a T-hard 
neighborhood is a realcompact neighborhood (Proposition 2.1(a)), it is apparent that 
for vX s T s pX, N,,(x) s N,(STX). If T # vX, this inequlaity is not in general 
reversible, as we see in the following example. 
2.7. Example. A realcompact space X with an extension T c PX such that NrC(X) # 
NC@ =X,. 
Let X = Q be the space of rational numbers with the usual topology. For any 
f E C(Q), let T(f) = (p E PQ: f’(p) E RI). Note that Q E T(f) s PQ, so T(f) is dense 
ninflQ.LetGbeopenin@Q-QandG=Gn@Q-Q)forsome 
open set G of /3Q. Then G n T(f) is open in @Q. Since PQ - Q is dense in PQ, 
0#6nT(f)n(BQ-Q)=G ?[T(f)-Q]. 
Thus T(f) - Q is dense in PQ - Q, so c~,~Q( T(f) - Q) = PQ. For any such f, S T(f)Q = 
Q. But N=(Q) = Q, while N,,(Q) is u:mpty. 
3. ” Nearly pseudocompact spaces 
In this section, our main results on nearly pseudocompact spaces are presented. 
We give them in the more general context of T-pseudocompact spaces whenever 
possible. 
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Recall that a subset of a topological space X that is the closure of its interior is 
called a regular closed set. A regular closed set that is also T-hard for some T 
between UX and @X is called a regular T-hard set, and a regular h.ard set is defined 
similarlly. We will make use of the following result which is proved in [3,9.13]. 
3.1. Lemma. A space Xis pseudocompact if and only if every descending sequence of 
nonemjpty regular closed subsets of X has nonempty intersection. 
IJsing this result, we obtain: 
3.2;. Theorem. If vX G T E pxI the following are equivalent. 
(a) X is T-pseudocompact. 
(b) Every T-hard set is compact. 
(c) Every regular T-hard set is compact. 
(d) Each descending )sequence of nonempty regular T-hard sets has nonempty 
intersection. 
Proof. If X is T-pseudocompact then then X=8=X, so (a) implies (0) by 
Pro!position 2.1 (d). 
Obviously (b) implies (c). Since any descending chain of nonempty compact sets 
has nonempty intersection, (c) implies (d). 
We will conclude the proof by showing that (d) implies (c) and1 (c) implies (a). 
Suppose (d) holds, Le:t H be a regular T-hard set in X and let (G,} be a sequence 
of open subsets of X such that {G, n H} is a decreasing sequence of nonempty open 
subsets of H. For each n, V, = G, n intx H # 0 since H is regular. Hence {V’) is a 
dezreasing sequence of nonempty open subsets of H. By Lemmzl2.l(b), cl~ C V’) is 
T-hard for every positive integer n. Now n:= 1 clnV’ G n:= 1 clhl (G, n H), and the 
former is nonempty by assumption. By Lemma 3.1, H is pseudocompact, and by 
L,emma 2.1(a), H is realcompact. Hence H is compact and (c) holds. 
Suppose (c) holds and there is a point p E STX -X. By Corollary 2.5, there is an 
open subset V of STX which contains p and whose closure e in 8% is compact. 
Since X is dense in 6=X, U = V n X is a nonempty open subset of X and 
clx U = e n X is a regular T-hard subset of X by Proposition 2.1(d). By assumption, 
clx U is compact and V - clx U is an open subset of S =X which misses the dense 
subspace X, contrary to assumption. Thus X = STX is T-pseudocompact, and the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. 
Before proceeding further, we need to consider some questions about hardness as 
a relative property. To do this, we will make use of the following in:xnal charac- 
terization of hardness of a closed subset due to M. Rayburn [ 12, 1.2 and 1.41. 
3.3. Lemma. A closed subset H of a space X is hard if and only if there is a compact 
subset K of X such !hat for every open neighborhood U of K, the closed set H\U is 
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completely separated from the complement of some realcompact set. In particular, His 
hard if it is completely separated from the complement of a realcompact subset of X, 
3.4. Theorem (a). If Y is closed subspace of a space X, and His a subset of Y that is 
hard in X, then H is a hard subset of Y. 
(b) If X is the union of a finite collection of closed nearly pseudocompact subspaces, 
then X is nearly pseudocompact. 
Proof (a). Since H is hard in X, there is a compact subset K of X satisfying the 
conditions of Lemma 3.3. If V is any open neighborhood in Y of K n Y, then 
U = V u (Xi Y) is an open neighborhood inX of K. So, by Lemma 3.3, there is a 
realcompact subset S of X and on f E: C(X) such that flH\LJ] = 0 and flX\S] = 1. 
Now H\V = H\U since H G Y, and S n Y is realcompact since Y is closed. So 
g = f i Y provides acomplete separation ofH\ V and (Y\ Y n S), whence H is a hard 
subset of Y by Lemma 3.3. 
Part (b) follows immediately from (a), Theorem 2.1(b) and Theorem 3.2(b) and is 
left as an exercise. 
The roles of Y and X cannot be reversed in the statement ofTheorem 3.4(a). For, 
as is noted in 112, p.223, the right hand edge N of the Tichonov plane T is a hard 
subset of itself, but is not hard in T. Indeed the closed subspace N of the pseudo- 
compact space T fails to be nearly pseudocompact. But, as we will show below, a 
regular closed subspace of a nearly pseudocompact space is nearly pseudocompact. 
A space X will be called anti-locally realcompact if no point of X has a closed 
realcompact neighborhood; that is, if X = N,,(X). Since every hard set is real- 
cornpact, hen X = Nrc(X) implies that every regular hard subset of X is empty. So 
the following result is immediate from Theorem 3.2. 
3.5. Corokr~~ Every anti-locally realeompact space is neczrly pseudocompact. 
The next proposition supplies us with a substantial number of anti-locally real- 
compact spaces that fail to be pseudo-npact. Part (t) is based on a suggestion of
R.G. Woods. As usual, we denote by W[U~) the space of ordinals less than the first 
uncountable ordinal 01. 
3.6. Ptoposition. Each of the following spaces is anti-locully realcompact but not 
pserndocompact. 
(a) A linearly ordered space L that is not countably compact, but is such that each 
interval of L contains a copy of W(U~). 
(t)) A product n (x, : a E I} of spaces infinitely many of which fail to be realcompact 
and at least one of which is not pseuaucompact. 
(4:) A product of an anti-locally realcompact space and a space that is not 
pseudocompact. 
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Proof. To see (a), it suffices to observe that every linearly ordered space is normal, 
and every normal pseudocompact space is countably compact. 
Next, suppose x =(x cI ,ael is a point in the product space of (b) and that x 3 
has a closed realcompact neighborhood K .By definition of the product opology, 
there is a finite subset _? of I and closed neighborhoods Wa of xLII for each 
a! E J such that 
Thus, for each ac E 1 -J, the space X, is realcompact since it is a closed subspace of 
the realcompact space K This contradicts he assumption that infinitely many of the 
X, fail to be realcompact. Hence X is anti-locally realcompact. If it were pseudo- 
compact, so would each Xp be pseudocompact since a continuous image of a 
pseudocompact space is pseudocompact. 
Since every closed subspace ofa realcompact space is realcompact, the proof of (c) 
is similar of (b). 
An example of a linear ordered space satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 
3.5(a) is given in [2, Example 10.91 and many more such can be constructed using the 
techniques given in [Z, Sections 6-103. 
Next, T-pseudocompactness of a space X is characterized in terms of the ring 
C(X). To do so, use will be made of the following result of A. Hager and I). Johnson; 
see [15,11.24]. 
3.7. Lemma. If U is an open subset of a space X and cl,& is compact, then &U is 
pseudocompact. 
3.8. Theorem. If OX s T s #X, then the following are equivalent. 
(a) Every f e C(X) is bounded on every T-hard subset of X. 
(b) Every f E C(X) is bounded on every regular T-hard subset of X. . 
(c) X is T-pseudocompact. 
Proof. Obviously, (a) implies (b). 
Suppose H E Z’(X) is regular and (b) holds. Then cl&H is compact as is shown in 
[3 5,11.25]. Hence, by Lemma 3.7, H is pseudocompact. By Proposition 2.1(a), H is 
also realcompact. So H is compact, whence X is T-pseudocompact by Theorem 3.2 
and (b) implies (c). 
If X is T-pseudocompact and H E g=(X), then H is compact, so every f E C(X) is 
bounded on H and (c) implies (a). 
As in [7]- we call a space Xalmost locally compact if the set of points of X which 
have a coal;~dct neighborhood isdense in X. 
3.9. Theorem. A regular closed almost locally compact subspuce Y of a nearly 
pseudocompact space X is pseudocompact. 
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IprQof. Suppose Y were not pseudocompact. By Lemma 3.7, there is a sequence (y,} 
i,n int Y and an f~ C(X) such that {f(y,J} increases strictly to infinity. For y1= 
192 Pa*‘? let Un = {y E intx Y: f(yzn) <f(y) Cf(~2~+2)}. Since Y is almost locally 
compact, for each n, there is an IY,, with a compact neighborhood K. contained inU,. 
Let E? = {x~}:& and K = Ezl K,,. By the definition off, the union of any subfamily 
of {&}F=i s closed, and K .is a locally compact and o-compact subspace ofX. Thus 
K is realcompact and by [3,3.Ll], H and X\K are completely separated. Hence H is 
a hard set by Lemma 3.3. Since f is unbounded on H, the space X fails to be nea.rly 
pseudocompact by Theorem 3.8(a). 
With the aid of Theorem 3.9, we obtain the following decomposition theorem for 
nearly pseudocompact spaces. 
3.10. Theorem. A space Xis nearly pseudocompact if and only [f X = Xl L X2, wher,jz 
Xl is a regular closed almost locslly compact pseudocompact subset, X2 is a regular 
closed anti-locally realcompact subset and int(Xl n X2) is empty. 
Proof. Suppose X is nearly pseudocompact and let Xl = clx[X-N,(X)] be the 
closure of the set of points which have a compact neighborhood. Then Xi is a regular 
closed almost locally compact set, which by Theorem 3.9 is pseudocompact. Let 
& = clx(X -Xi). By Corollary 2.6, Xz is anti-locally realcompact. Clearly X:. is 
regular closed and int(X1 n X2 j is empty.. 
Conversely, by Corollary 3.4(b) if X is the union of two regular closed nerurly 
pseudocompact subspaces, then X is nearly pseudocompact (an anti-locally real- 
compact space is nearly pseudocompact by 3.5). This completes the proof. 
3.11. CoroUary. A regular closed subspuce Y of a nearly pseudocompact space 
nearly pseudocompact. 
X is 
Proof. Since U = clx(int Y), we may write Y = Yl u Yz where Yi = clx(int Y r)Xi) 
for i = 1, 2. Then Y1 is pseudocompact by Lemma 3.7, and YZ is anti-locally 
reacompact since it is a regular closed subspace ofan anti-locally realcompact space. 
So Y is nearly pseudocompact by Theorem 3.10. 
Next, we consider the extent o which near pseudocompactness is preserved by 
some kinds of mappings and pullbacks, 
A continuous surjection 7: X + I!” is &led a peqect map if it is closed and 7’-(y) is 
compact for every y E Y. In [6], a prfect map is called a fitting map and it is ishown 
that a continuous urjection T :X -9 Y is a perfect map if and only if its unique 
continuous extension rs : @X + 6 Y maps @X -X onto p Y - Y, and it is showrk that if 
F is compact in Y, then r’[F] is aampact. 
A continuous surjection 7: X + Y is called a tight map if it maps no proper closed 
subset of X onto Y. It is known that if T :X+ Y is closed and tight, then for every 
open subset U of X, there is an open subset V of Y such that T*[ V] E U [ 131. 
Use will be made below of the following well-known fact. 
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3.12. Lemma, If f : X + Y is a closed, tight map, then f maps regular closed subsets of 
X onto regular closed subsets of Y. 
For a proof, see [17, Lemma 2.31 where it is shown that the map B +fiS] is a 
Boolean algebra isomorphism. 
Recall that a space X is called a weak-cb space if every locally bound.ed lower 
semicontinuous real-valued function on X is bounded above by a continuous 
function. Equivalently, X is a weak-cb space if and only if whenever {&} is a 
decreasing sequence of non-empty regular closed subsets of X with empty inter- 
section, then there is a sequence (zn} of zero sets of X with empty intersection such 
that for each n, F,, E 2,. Clearly then, every regular closed subset of ?I weak cb-space 
is a weak cb-space. See [8]. 
3.13.l%eorem. Suppose T :X + Y is a perfect map. 
(a) If X is nearly pseudocompact, then so is Y. 
(b) Zf T is tight, and Y is weak cb and nearly pseudocompact, then X is nearly 
pseudocompact. 
Proof. (a). In [ 123, M. Rayburn S:~~BWS that the pullback of a hard set under a perfect 
map is a hard set. Thus if II is a hard subset of Y, then 7’[H] is a hard subset of the 
nearly pseudocompact space X, and therefore is compact. Hence H = T[T’(H)] is 
compact, and Y is nearly pseudocompact by Theorem 3.2. 
(b). Suppose H is a regular hard subset of X. It 1, F-L; tY l c P~CII n &g;zk ellai-; ihe restri&rraiQc 
of 7 to H is perfect and tight. By Lemn:a 3.12, r(H) is a regular closed subset of the 
nearly pseudocompact space Y and hence is nearly pseudocompact byCorollary 
3.11. Also, H is realcompact by Proposition 2.1(a). In [ 1, Corollary 1.41, N. Dykes 
showed that perfect maps onto weak cb-spaces preserve realcompactness. So r(H) is 
also realcompact. Thus I[H] is compact, as is T+[T(H)] since T is perfect. We 
conclude that the closed subset H of rC[~(H)] is compact. So X is nearly pseudo- 
compact by Theorem 3.2. 
Our last theorem brings some questions to mind immediately. 
(A) Are there nearly pseudocompact spaces that fail to be weak cb? 
(B) Can either the hypothesis n 3.13(b) that T is a tight map or that Y is a weak 
cb-space be omitted? 
It is easy to see that (A) has an affirmative answer. For the product of an 
anti-locally realcompact space and a space that fails to be weak cb is a nearly 
pseudocompact space that fails to be weak cb (by definition of weak cb-space). 
Before answering B, we digress to introduce some needed concepts. 
Recall that a space X is called extremely disconnected if clx( W) is open for every 
open subset U of X. For any space X, there is an extremally d&onnected space E(X) 
and a tight perfect map 7~= : E(X) +X. The space E(X) is called a projective cover or 
absolute of X and is a projective object in the category of completely regular spaces 
and perfect maps. That is, if T: Y + X is a perfect map, then there is a perfect 
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p : E(X) + Y such that w = 7 0 p. Any two projective covers of X are homeomorphic, 
and F is a regular closed subset of X if and only if ?‘[F] is both open and closed in 
E(X). For background, see [lo, 13,16, or 171. 
We call a space Xalmost realcompact if every ultrafilter of regular closed sets with 
the countable intersection property converges; ee [S, Theorem 121. In [l, Theorem 
1,7], N. Dykes shows that E(X) is realcompact if and only if X is almost realcompact, 
after showing in [1, Theorem 1.23 that an st realcompact weak cb-space is 
realoompact. 
The next example supplies a negative answer to (part of) question B since the 
projection of E(X) Ionto X is both perfect and tight. 
3.14. Example. A nearly pseudocompact space X such that E(X) fails to be nearly 
pseudocompact. 
Let Y derlote any almost realcompact space that is not realcompact. (See, for 
example [lS, 16.123 or [17,4.73). Then the product X of o copies of Y is almost 
realcompact and is nearly pseudocompact byProposition 3.5 and 3.6(b), By the 
result of N. Dykes cited above, E(X) is realcompact. If E(X) were a1so nearly 
-pact, it would be compact, But then X would be compact, contrary to 
assumption. 
Since every extremally disconnected space is weak cb [a], the last example shows 
also that the hypothesis in 3.13(b) that the range space be weak-cb cannot be 
replaced by the assumption that the domain is weak-cb. Note also t’krat uE(X) 
contains E&X) properly as a subspace ofE@X) = @E(X) (See [17, Section 41 and 
l WJ 
Recall from I&] that every pseudocompact space is weak cb. It is not dHcult to see 
that the spaces d!escribed in Proposition 3.6(a) are both anti-locally realcompact and 
(weak) cb (since they are both normal and countably paracompact). 
In 116, Prmition 2.51, R. G. Woods hows that X is pseudocompact if and only if 
E(X) is peeudocompact. Since any continuous image of a pseudocom!pact space is 
pseudocompa& the following may be regarded as an improvemena of Woods’ 
theorem. 
3.15. Theorem. If 7:X+ Y is a q&t closed map and Y is pscudocompact, 
soisx. 
Pro& By Lemma 3.1, it suffices ta show that if {&} is a decreasing sequence of 
nonempty regular closed subsets all A\ then their intersection is r!onempty. Let 
Sa = cl U {F[ VJ : V is open in Y md s”[ V] cz int(&)}. Since 7 is a tight map, we 
know that S1 is not empty. Since T is closed and tight, it follows from Lemma 3.12 
that T[&] is a regular closed s&set of Y, and int(&n&) $0. Let SZ= 
cl U {F[ VJ: V is open in Y and T’*[ V] G int(& n R2)}. Continuing inductively in 
this way, we obtain a sequence {&} of nonempty regular closed subsets of X such that 
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for all n, &+I s S,, G R,, 7+[S,J is regular closed, and T+[T(&)] s &. By Lemma 3.1, 
ny__! @,J contains a point y of Y, and so 7+(y) z nz=l R,. Hence X is pseudo- 
compact. 
That T must be tight in the previous theorem is shown by the following example 
where it appears that the pullback of a pseudocompact (and hence weak cb-) space 
under a perfect map need not be nearly pseudocompact. This completes the negative 
answer to question B. 
3.16. Example. Let Y = W(ol + 1) x W(WO+ 1).((01, 00)) denote the Tichonov 
plank and let X denote the free union of Y and a copy of the set N of positive 
integers with the discrete topology. Let 7 :X + Y be the identity map on Y and map 
each point n of N to the point (~1, n) of Y. As is observed in [6, Example 2.31, Y is 
pseudocompact nd r is perfect. But N is a noncompact regular hard subset of X, so 
X fails to be nearly pseudocompact by Theorem 3.2. 
In [3,9.15], an example is given of a countably compact space G such that G x G 
contains an open and closed copy of N. Hence G x G fails to be nearly pseudocom- 
pact by Corollary 3.11. We can, however, show the following about products of 
nearly pseudocompact spaces. 
If X is any space, we call clx[X -NC(X)] the almost locally compact part of X ‘By 
Theorem 3.9, if X is nearly pseudocompact, then its almost locally compact part is 
pseudocompact. 
3.17. Theorem. Suppose X and Y are nearly pseudocompact spaces. Then X x Y is 
nearly pseudocompact if and only if the product of their almost locally compact parts is 
pseudocompact. In particular, if the almost locally compact part of either X or Y is 
locally compact, then X x Y is nearly pseudocompact. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.10, we write X = Xl u&, where Xl is the 
almost locally compact part of X and XZ = &(X -Xl) is anti-locally realcompact, 
and similarly for Y. Then 
xx Y=(X1x Y1)u(X+ Y*)u(X*x Yl)U(X2X Y2)* 
The last three terms each have at least one anti-locally realcompact factor, hence 
they are anti-locally realcompact. 
Since each Xi x Yj is regular for i, j - 1,2, it follows from Theorems 3.4 and 3.11 
that X x Y is nearly pseudocompact if and only if X1 x Y1 is nearly pseudocompact. 
But, by Theorem 3.9, the almost locally compact space Xl x Yl is nearly pseudo- 
compact (if and) only if it is pseudocompact. 
Finally, if either Xl or !&_ is locally compact, hen by a result of Taman. given by R. 
Walker in [13, p. 2031, its product with any other pseudocompact space is pseudo- 
compact. It now follows from the preceeding paragraph that X x Y is nearly 
pseudocompact. 
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We close with another characterization f nearly pseudocompact spatces. 
1n [4], I, Glicksberg has shown that a space X is pseudocompact if and only if every 
countable family of pairwise disjoint regular closed sets has a limit #point inX. 
3.18. Theorem. A space X is nearly pseudocompact if and only if every countable 
family {H’} of (mm-empty) pairwise disjoint regular hard subsets of AI: has a limitpoirtt 
ia X 
Pro& Since every regular hard subset of an anti-locally realcompact space is empty, 
it follows from Theorem 3.10 that each Hn is in the pseudocomp:%ct almost locally 
compact part of X, So Theorem 3.18 follows from Glicksberg’s theorem cited above. 
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